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It takes a Village...
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… to 
unveil the 
secrets of 
the favor 
anomalies
...
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Why we do b→sll’ to us ?
● Because the guardians of knowledge (the theorists… well, Olcyr in our 
case) tell us that such anomalies:
⇒ Imply Violation of Lepton Flavor Universality (LFU)
⇒ Are theoretically clean observables!
⇒ And… large efects in b → sμτ are predicted by (few) viable solutions.
– Strong challenges to NP from 
● Flavor Observables, LEP/LHC high PT physics 
– Scalar and vector LQ best candidates (with predominant couplings to third 
generation)
● U1 (3,1,2/3)
– LFV observation in the charged sector → New Physics
 Z physics
LHC high PT
HF
Theory
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Examples
Olcyr
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Everyone is invited to the game...
Olcyr
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Good village, good neighbors...
TAUOLA (w/BaBar data for 3pi) – Prof.  Was
A Love/Struggle story of ~30 years, with some hadronic current wishes...
Many coding languages... and still developing.. 
“Some physicists want to know what they are doing”
“ The user better not know what he’s doing, cause otherwise 
he might destroy physics”
Julien
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And more… before
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And more… after !
Julien, LHCb result
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Olcyr
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LFV tau decays 
Simultaneous explanations of the (g − 2) e and (g − 2) μ → 
Solutions which can lead to large B(τ → eγ) → testable at Belle II   
9 x 10^10 tau / 50 ab-1 – BELLE II Olcyr, 
Karim
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Present and future: Belle II
Karim
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More prospects Belle II & FCC
Stephane
Karim
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Prospects – LHCb/Belle II
Julien
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But for the moment the state of 
the art is...
Julien
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Before
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After
Belle II
t
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Before
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After 
LHCb
Belle II
t
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Time for discussion...
LHCB
Belle II
FCCTheory
g-2
High PT
